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Recency   Bias:   

“Is   a   common   distorting   effect   within   systems   of   performance   appraisal.   It   
refers   to   the   appraiser   assessing   employee   performance,   not   on   work   undertaken   
across   the   full   performance   management   cycle,   but   only   on   recent   events   or   
activities   that   can   be   readily   recalled.   Recency   bias   can   be   countered   by   keeping   a   
record   of   appraisee   performance   over   the   full   period   of   work   that   is   being   
appraised.”   

Source:   
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.2011080310040767 
6      

  

In   the   sport   of   Mixed   Martial   Arts   (MMA),   fighters   only   compete   once   every   
few   months   with   some   exceptions   of   quick   turnarounds   or   layoffs   lasting   a   year   or   
more.    What   this   does   in   terms   of   making   conclusions   is   it   can   make   us   assess   a   
fighter   based   on   their   most   recent   performance   with   more   emphasis   than   much   of   
their   MMA   career   because   it   is   sticking   in   our   minds   longer   than   say   NFL   or   NBA   
teams   who   compete   much   more   frequently   to   potentially   “make   up”   for   a   “bad”   
performance   in   a   much   shorter   time.   Don’t   get   me   wrong,   the   most   recent   bout   a   
fighter   has   competed   in   is   important,   and   I   watch   that   along   with   as   many   fights   as   I   
feel   comfortable   with   to   get   a   read   for   a   prediction   and/or   bet.   However,   it   was   not   
until   I   committed   to   Professional   MMA   Betting   full   time   that   I   was   able   to   get   rid   of   
recency   bias.   By   watching   more   films   on   fighters,   I   was   able   to   dissolve   the   recency   

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803100407676
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bias   that   I   used   to   have   when   making   decisions   because   I   am   assessing   a   fighter   
based   on   their   entire   career,   not   just   their   most   recent   performance.   To   understand   
the   present,   we   can   look   at   the   past   for   why   it   unfolded   the   way   it   did.   With   that   in   
mind,   let   us   now   look   over   a   couple   of   examples   where   recency   bias   clouded   my   
judgment   in   the   past.   

  

  

For   UFC   Fight   Night   149,   I   placed   a   bet   on   Alen   Amedovski   to   defeat   
Krzysztof   Jotko   (Jotko   won   30-26   x2   and   30-25;   yikes   lol).   The   reason   I   bet   
Amedovski   was   that   I   thought   Jotko   was   starting   to   have   durability   issues   (i.e.   was   
knocked   out   in   back-to-back   fights   by   Hall   then   Tavares)   and   Amedovski   was   
going   to   win   by   TKO/KO   because   he   looked   to   be   a   solid   technical,   power   
puncher.   Why   was   this   a   bad   bet   one   might   ask?   I   did   not   acknowledge   him   as   the   
inferior   round   winner,   the   fighter   with   much   less   experience   at   a   UFC   level,   and   
other   compelling   factors   as   well.   Lesson   learned.   Let   us   look   at   another   example   of   
me   whiffing   on   a   bet   due   to   recency   bias.   

  

For   UFC   Fight   Night   150,   I   bet   the   ‘Fight   doesn’t   go   to   decision’   prop   on   
Cub   Swanson   vs.   Shane   Burgos   based   exclusively   on   recency   bias   in   hindsight.   
Burgos   was   coming   off   back-to-back   fights   where   he   was   hurt   (i.e.   against   Kattar   
then   Holobaugh)   and   Swanson   was   coming   off   a   fight   where   he   was   dropped   by   a   
straight   punch   from   Renato   Moicano.   Both   Cub   and   Shane   are   very   talented   
strikers   with   some   power.   However,   this   bet   was   the   epitome   of   recency   bias   as   both   
fighters   had   been   knocked   out   twice   combined   in   47   professional   MMA   bouts   and   
Cub   had   not   won   by   TKO/KO   since   2013   while   showing   a   good   chin   over   a   long   
period.     

Let   us   now   look   at   an   example   where   I   was   not   susceptible   to   recency   bias   
and   did   not   allow   it   to   cloud   my   judgment   on   placing   a   bet   with   conviction.     



  

Damir   Hadzovic   won   his   two   fights   before   this   bout   against   Christos   Giagos   
and   was   on   the   biggest   win   streak   of   his   UFC   career.   Whereas,   Giagos   was   in   his   
second   stint   with   the   UFC   where   he   was   welcomed   back   by   facing   Charles   Oliveira   
where   he   lost   via   submission   and   then   getting   a   decision   win   against   Mizuto   Hirota   
where   he   was   a   big   favorite   so   it   seemed   the   public   was   in   favor   of   Damir   here.   I   
acknowledged   Damir   could   win   this   fight   on   the   feet   as   he   is   a   very   talented   striker   
with   power   in   his   hands,   but   his   takedown   defense   (TDD)   is   a   liability   that   was   not   
addressed   before   this   fight.   Damir   was   taken   down   9   times   on   15   attempts   by   Alan   
Patrick   and   4   times   on   4   attempts   by   Marcin   Held.   Additionally,   Damir   was   
controlled   on   the   ground   in   both   those   fights.   I   liked   Giagos   as   an   underdog   bet   as   
he   showed   in   the   past   that   he   can   implement   the   wrestling   and   grappling   based   
game   plan   successfully.   These   stats   for   reference   are   at   
http://ufcstats.com/fighter-details/38c626ca912c7bac     

  

  

Now,   I   am   sharing   this   as   an   example   for   reference   with   the   intention   of  
education,   not   to   brag.   I   realize   that   there   were   sound   arguments   to   be   made   on   
why   Damir   was   the   side   here,   but   I   am   just   stating   this   from   my   perspective.     

  

http://ufcstats.com/fighter-details/38c626ca912c7bac


Looking   at   these   examples   and   others   while   considering   recency   bias   can   be   
a   real   thing,   makes   me   more   confident   that   researching   fighters   as   much   as   
possible   to   get   a   clear   or   good   enough   read   (i.e.   fighters   with   scarce   information)   is   
the   optimal   approach.   I   also   realize   that   we   can   only   make   decisions   based   on   the   
information   we   have   at   the   given   moment.   Realizing   this   allows   me   to   be   regret-free   
on   the   decisions   that   I   make.   If   I   am   wrong   or   right   about   something,   I   can   learn   
from   it.   I   am   fine   with   all   the   bets   that   I   place   as   I   feel   I   have   done   enough   research   
and   analysis   to   make   informed   decisions.   We   do   not   know   the   future   and   because   
of   that,   I   set   no   expectations.   I   set   goals   and   have   intentions,   yes   but   expectations   
do   not   imply   open-mindedness,   which   is   something   I   have   realized   to   be   critical   in   
growth.     

  

Let   us   revisit   the   last   sentence   of   the   definition   of   recency   bias   mentioned   
above,   “Recency   bias   can   be   countered   by   keeping   a   record   of   appraisee   
performance   over   the   full   period   of   work   that   is   being   appraised.”   

  

Sometimes   the   answer   to   our   problems   is   less   complicated   than   we   may   
initially   think.   Whenever   I   research   an   upcoming   fighter,   I   look   at   everything   I   can   
find   to   help   draw   a   conclusion   on   a   prediction   for   their   upcoming   bout   and   make   a   
decision   on   whether   or   not   I   will   place   a   bet.   “Everything”   refers   to   research   
primarily   on   tape   study   (i.e.   a   few   fights   typically   for   each   fighter   unless   I   am   very   
familiar   with   them   and   have   thorough   notes   saved   in   which   case   I   still   tape   study   
but   less)   but   also   other   factors   such   as   level   of   opposition   (i.e.   what   regional   
promotion   have   they   been   fighting   in;   what   are   their   opposition’s   records),   where   
they   train,   age,   athletic   background,   BJJ   pedigree,   durability,   etc.   That   said,   there   
are   times   where   the   information   on   a   fighter   is   scarce   and   that   is   fine   with   me   
because   we   can   only   work   with   the   information   that   we   have   access   to.   In   cases   
where   the   information   is   scarce,   I   do   not   bet   nor   have   conviction   when   making   a   
prediction   which   I   am   fine   with   because   when   making   a   bet   I   like   the   information   to  
be   sufficient.     

  

In   the   end,   we   can   only   make   our   decisions   based   on   the   information   we   
have   readily   available   to   us.   We   cannot   live   in   the   past   nor   the   future.   We   can   only   



make   decisions   right   now.   Realizing   this   and   taking   as   much   relevant,   non-advice   
related   information   allows   me   to   make   decisions   regret-free.   

  

TLDR:   Recency   bias   in   MMA   can   be   dissolved   to   the   extent   to   which   one   is   willing   
to   do   research.   I   make   decisions   regret-free   because   I   realize   I   can   only   work   with   
the   information   I   have   available   to   me   right   now   while   putting   forth   my   best   effort   
in   decision   making.     

  

Twitter:   @AJMMABetting   

Website:    https://www.ajsactionpackedsportsbets.com/   

MMA   Betting   Record:    https://www.betmma.tips/AnthonyS364    (where   the   above   
betting   example   screenshots   were   pulled   from)     
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